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3 degrees Leo

The Angels of Love and Rapture
Also known as
The Angels of

Jvar
Beloved,

Spiritual love is the ultimate magnetism that attracts
amazing changes of divine beauty,
in the intentions, mind, emotions, and bodies of self and
others, and in the world.
Spiritual loving emotions attract beneficial changes in all
realms.

As divine love flows through the emotional body,

blood chemistry in the physical body changes dramatically
for the better.

Divine love is the emotion with the strongest magnetic
power,
this love attracts original divine perfection into form on
the material plane.

Emotions of Divine Love therefore are the greatest
treasure,
to be directed and protected wisely.

When harmony on any level of life is missing,
attuning to emotions of the rapture of Divine Love restores
it.

Spiritual raptures, with their loving emotions, are
so powerful
that they attract miraculous changes into every
level of awareness,
and especially physical manifestation.
Remember that the rapture of divine love flows as
an infinite ocean through all time and space.
By slowing down and entering the silence within,
and asking divine beingness within you for help,
we help you embark upon and sail this ocean of
divine cosmic love in consciousness,
directing the winds of enlightenment
with free will aligned with omnipotent Divine Will
for the highest good of all.
Flowing emotions of Divine Love awaken harmony in being,
will, thought, emotion and sensation.

Enlightenment, transformation, and inner guidance guide
these currents of love.
We inspire people to remember that as divine love is
directed in positive ways
through will power attuned to Divine Being,
powerful magnetism attracts beautiful miracles in all
worlds of self and others.

LOVE EVERY ASPECT OF YOURSELF.
LOVE EVERYTHING THAT COMES UP,
PHYSICALLY, MENTALLY, EMOTIONALLY, AND SPIRITUALLY.

Just as a mother loves and comforts a small child,
so comfort your own inner being.

In so doing, the inner being is healed.

Then it will be natural and easy to also love and transmute
everything
in the outer world with unconditional divine love.
Flowing Love attracts beneficial changes in weather and in
behaviors and forms of all beings,
including the animal, plant, and mineral kingdoms.
If negative or wounded emotions run unchecked and are
left to play themselves out in harmful ways,
destruction is the result,
like a powerful storm that destroys everything in its path,
or a parching drought that brings devastation.

We help, through the rapture of love,
to safely heal wounded and frightened emotions of the
inner child
who has somehow survived previous emotional traumas.

This same love discovers and reveals the power of
radical forgiveness for self and others.
Just as a nondestructive storm can be very beautiful,
and brings much needed rain and other benefits to nature,

so too powerful outbursts of enlightened emotions of divine
rapture and love
bring great beauty and nourishment
through will aligned with Divine Being.

We reveal to the children of light the
wonderful potentials of flowing divine love.

We understand the keys of emotional mastery through
willpower and enlightenment.

We inspire mastery of how to direct the energy of love into
miracles.

We are happy when you call on us,
the Angels of Rapture and Love,
when you need our help.
We show you how to be as a mighty ship sailing the
seas of love,
safely riding heaving cosmic seas of change ,
directing the winds of enlightenment
with free will aligned with all powerful faith and
Divine Will.
Great is the joy, the exuberance,
the wild freedom of loves mighty flows
in winds of enlightenment and inner guidance.

Meditate on the divine virtues of our name
when you seek to be blessed with loves divine magic
and to bring it under conscious control.

JThe letter J represents the divine virtue of the highest love imaginable,
which is Cosmic Love.
We help you attune to all laws of sympathy and attractive powers and how
to increase or decrease loving emotions at will.

By becoming masters of Cosmic Love, a child of God masters the mysteries
of love magic.
VThe letter V is the same as letter W in this case, and represents the virtue
of the cosmic unification of consciousness.
By mastering this virtue, a child of God learns how to control, among other
things, the water element,
which is the element of emotion and the passionate flow of feelings.
A This letter represents wisdom and enlightenment.
By mastering this virtue, a child of God taps into magical powers, artistic
talents, poetic ability,
and clairvoyant empathy: all of which are inspired by highest wisdom of the
enlightened mind.
umlaut A, aeThis letter represents the mystery of life and death and
transformation,
control of passionate self satisfaction and of negative beings, the ability to
recognize
when passions are no longer the highest good of all concerned, and the
freedom to release them.
This virtue awakens the ability to be free from clinging to any imperfect
value or possession.
RThis virtue, the virtue of freedom and independence, awakens freedom and
independence
which is grounded in impeccable devotion to serving the highest good of all.

J-V-A-R

MIRACLES

Here is an excellent hour long beautifully illustrated and
explained instruction for absorbing cosmic energy into the
etheric body, how to meditate simply.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWttCv0p6WQ

Footnotes:
The names and meaning of angel groups come from
Quaballah, which is a very ancient set of teachings which
together form a common precursor,
or root, of three of the world's religions: Judaism, Islam,
and Christianity.
Each degree of the zodiac is ruled by a high being of the
heavenly host in the zone girdling the earth, and the angels
who work with him or her.
The being and the angels share the same name. This name
is a key to their powers and influence.
* Names, phrases, or sections in the angel messages are
quoted or paraphrased from the books of Franz Bardon.
Information of the heavenly hosts of the zone girdling the earth is
referenced from THE PRACTICE OF MAGICAL EVOCATION, ISBN 3-92133802-6,

and Information of the divine virtues and the letters are referenced
from THE KEY TO THE TRUE QUABALLAH, ISBN 3-921338-12-4].
Publisher is Dieter Rüggeberg, Wuppertal/W. Germany.

These books have very important information for these studies.
***
The book " Initiation into Hermetics" ISBN 3-921338-01-8, is a preparatory
book for the others. Franz Bardon's last autobiographical book,

"Frabato the Magician", gives historical background and was compiled by
his German publisher from notes written by Franz Bardon.

If you have these, is helpful to read Frabato the Magician first, with
appendixes, and then read appendixes from the other three for background.

***********

Feel free to share these messages.

To understand Universal Consciousness, and immortality, it is very helpful to read the first three
volumes of The Life and Teachings of the Masters of The Far East by Baird Spalding
The first three volumes are field notes tak en on a scientific expedition to Nepal in the late 1800's.

The Law of One is the original law of Creation,
and is the supreme Law over all laws in all dimensions.

THE LAW OF ONE

We are all one.
When one is harmed, all are harmed.
When one is helped, all are helped.

Therefore, in the name of who I AM ,
and I AM one with all there is;
I ask that only THE HIGHEST GOOD OF

ALL happen concerned .
I give thanks that this is done.
SO BE IT!
So it is.
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